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Dear Principals,

Successful people believe in themselves. They have one idea coursing silently-through their veins

and brains all the day. It is a mantram that goes like this: 'I am confrdent that

I'll

succeed.

I am confrdent

that I'1l succeed.' It is the way of telting themselves that they have confrdence to win and keep winning. If or
not tJley actually voice it inside their heads, this is what successful people are telling themselves.
You may not believe it applies to you. You may think this is ego run amok. But look at yourself. How
do you have the confrdence to wake up in t-l:e early moming and charge into work, filIed with optimism &
desire, and the eagerness to compete? It is not because you are reminding yourself of all the screw-ups you
created

ald failures you

have endured in the

past. On t1le contrarJr, it is because you edit out the failures

and choose instead to run the highlight reel of your success. If

you

are like most people I know, you are

constantly focusing on the success, calliag up images of performances where you were
dazzled everyone and came out on top.

tle

star, where you

It must be this year when you have floor to make it happen

(who

wouldn't run that highlight in their head?) It might be skillfully crafted DO that your DC praised and routed
to everyone in the KVs. (who would not want to reread that DO in a spare moment?) Whatever the evidence,

if

it has a happy ending that makes us good look, we'll replay it for ourselves and retell it to anyone who shall
Iisten
You will see this confident mindset in your successful friends, simply by tlre stories you hear them
repeat. Are they recounting of their failures? Or are they tales of success?

If

they are successful friends, it's

t]le later.
When it's come to the thoughts we hold inside our heads, we are not self-deprecating. We are selfaggrandizing- And that is a good thing. Without it, we might not get up in the early morning.

2.

This is another way of sayrng, 'I am confident

that I'1l succeed'.

Successful people believe that they

have the capability within themselves to make success happen. It is not like a carnival magrc act where the

mentalist moves objects or a table with his mind or bends steel. But it's close. Successful people like you
literally believe that through sheer force of self confrdence, they can steer a situation in their direction.

It is the reason why some principals raise their head and say, 'Put us in, Coach' when their DC asks
for volunteers to have success happened- and others cower in the corner, praying they are not noticed.
P.T.O.
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This is the classic defrnition of self

ellie

& success and it must be your most central belief driving

you to a big success in the current year.

3.

You have alreadyproved your confidence this week when successfully conducted Regional Sports Meet

2015 at short noiice, and also reserved conlirmed trained tickets to

ani fro for KVS National Sports

Your belief into your confidence made you succeed see opportunities in'this limited time
could have seen

Venues.

rec d; others

t|e situation as threat. Congratulations for this duel accomplishment! This event has not

only proved your worth but also has given me lots of learning, while worked with you round the clock, with
the charge taken over at RO,
I request to share the DO with your teachers (one copy to each)

I request you to acknowledge immediately.
With regards.
Yours

The Principal

All Kendriya Vidyalayas
Bhopal Region
Copy to:

01.
02.

The Assistant Commissioners, KVS, RO,

Smt. Gitanjali Pandey, Hindi Translator
Hindi translation of the DO, through Dr. (Smt.
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